We propose a methodology for worst-case analysis of systems with discrete observable signals. The methodology can be used to verify different properties of systems such as power consumption, timing performance or resource utilization. We also propose an application of the methodology to timing analysis of embedded systems implemented on a single processox The analysis provides a bound on the response time of such systems. It is typically very eflcient, because it does not require a state space search.
Introduction
System verification is hard because system responses need to be checked for all legal behaviors of the environment. Typically, there are infinitely many such behaviors. Even when the problem can be reduced to enumerating finitely many internal system states, their number is usually prohibitive. Using abstractions and implicit state enumeration can simplify the problem, but complete verification is at best at (and often beyond) the limit of existing computers.
An alternative approach is the worst-case analysis, where the system response is analyzed only for the most demanding behaviors of the environment. Worst-case analysis is a well known engineering method, but so far it has been used ad-hoc, with separate techniques for specific system properties.
In this paper, we propose a general methodology for worst-case analysis of systems with discrete observable signals. It can be used to verify different properties of systems such as power consumption, timing performance, or resource utilization. In addition to the general methodology, we also propose its application to timing analysis of embedded systems implemented on a single processor. Timing analysis of embedded software system can be divided into two subproblems: local and global. The local subproblem is to determine processing time requirements for a piece of code implementing a single component of the system.
The global subproblem is to determine response time of the system, given processing time requirements of system com-0-7803-5832-5/99/ $10.00 Q 1999 IEEE ponents, and taking into account that response to some requests may be delayed by responses to other requests. We address only the global subproblem.
Related Work Our approach is based on the analysis of a system abstraction. Many researchers have suggested using abstractions to simplify formal verification of systems (e.g. [7, 6, 9] ). In these approaches it is shown that abstraction preserves some properties of systems, so to verify some property of the detailed system, it is enough to show it for the abstracted one. In contrast, we propose an analysis of the abstract system and give a result that relates that analysis and the worst-case behavior of the detailed system. Thus, our work cane be seen as an instance in the abstract interpretation framework [8] . It is important to note that while proving the properties of abstract systems typically requires searching their state spaces, our analysis does not.
The original motivation for our work was global timing analysis of embedded software. This problem has been addressed before, starting with Liu and Layland [lo] . They give an exact solution, but only for a very restricted model. To fit a realistic system into this model, many conservative simplifications are required. The restrictions on the model have been somewhat relaxed later 12, 31, however several significant limitations are present in all the previous approaches, but not in the approach presented here:
The processing time requirements of a component were assumed to be constant. In contrast, we allow them to be a function of the inputs and internal states.
An execution of a component is assumed to cause executions of all of its successors, while in reality a component may'be enabling only some of them, depending on the inputs and internal states.
Previous approaches were restricted to acyclic system graphs, i.e. to systems for which there exists a well defined unidirectional information flow.
Previous approaches were applicable only to systems with static priority scheduling.
In theory, a general and exact solution could be obtained by modeling the system in sufficiently expressive formalism Overview Our approach is sketched in Figure 2 . The worst-case analysis is performed on a user-provided abstraction of the system (lower part of Figure 2 ), rather than on the system itself. In the abstraction, signals are replaced with their signatures. Abstracting the signals leads to some information loss, but signatures should retain enough information to estimate activity of system components. For example, the signature of inputs to CONTROL module should contain enough information to estimate (i) how much activity of the frame signal CONTROL will generate, and (ii), how much time, energy, memory bandwidth or any other resource of interest CONTROL needs to process its inputs. These estimates are computed by component abstractions (FCONTROL and FBUFFER in Figure 2 ). The main result of this paper is that by analyzing the abstraction, it is possible to find the worst-case signature, i.e. a signature that is worse than the signature of any execution of the system. The focus of this paper is the mathematical foundation of the worst-case analysis. We formalize the analysis and give precise conditions t,he signature and component abstractions must satisfy for the analysis to be valid. Meeting these conditions guarantees that the result of analysis is indeed worse then the signature of any execution, but there is no guarantee that this bound is useful. The computed bound may be overly conservative, or even trivial (e.g. "the worst-case energy is not more than infinity"). The quality of the bound depends on the information preserved in the signature, and on the "tightness" of the abstraction of system components. How to chose an appropriate signature, and how to construct a tight system abstraction for that signature are both important topics, but they are beyond the scope of this paper. Here, we only present a case study to indicate that for at least one realistic design it is reasonably easy to construct signatures and abstractions that lead to almost exact performance bound.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce all relevant definitions. The general worst-case analysis is proposed in Section 3. Its application to response time analysis of embedded software systems is proposed in Section 4. A case study is presented in Section 5. We give some final remarks and indications of the future work in Section 6.
Systems, signatures and abstractions
First, we introduce a very simple and general formal notion of systems. A system is a set of executions. An execution z of length len(z) is a mapping from the interval of real numbers [0, len(z)] to some set of signal values such that it is piecewise-constant, right-continuous and has only$nitely many discontinuities, i.e there must exist finitely many points to,. . . ,t, such that 0 = to < . . . < t , = l e n ( z ) , and x is constant in [ti-l, t i ) for every = 1,. . . , n.
We require that all executions in a system range over the same set of signal values. In fact, we assume that all executions mentioned in this paper range over the same set, so we never need to specify it explicitly. The executions of a system need not be all of the same length. In fact, a more complete definition would require that a system contains execution of any real length, and that the set of executions is prefix closed, but these technical details are not necessary for our purposes.
For example, for the pager in Figure 1 signal values might be state variables and communication events. To satisfy the constraint that executions are right-continuous, we may assume that an event retains its value until the next event occurs on the same connection.
Given an execution x and real numbers U , t such that 0 5 u 5 t 5 l e n ( s ) , we use z[u, t] to denote an execution of
and [t -E, t). Since x has only finitely many discontinuities, such a choice of E is always possible. 
Signatures
In our approach, instead of manipulating executions directly, we use their abstractions called signatures. Formally, signature a is a mapping from the set of executions to some set of signature values D,, for which some partial order 5 is defined, such that for all U , t satisfying 0 5 u 5 t 5 l e n ( z ) :
Intuitively, a signature represents a summary of activities in an execution. This intuition is consistent with the constraints we place on a : a full execution should contain more activities than its portion (condition l), and the activity summary should not change if an execution is extended with passive (i.e. constant) segments (condition 2).
For the pager in Figure 1 we consider the signature represented by the following vector of variables:
(Pl, m s , t k , f r, rq, S P ) .
For a given execution, we choose variable pl ( m s , tk, f r , rq, sp) to hold the number of occurrences of the play (message, tick, f r a m e , request, speaker, respectively) events in that execution. Figure 3 shows a component of an execution corresponding to CONTROL module and its signature. 
Signature based abstractions
Signatures provide abstract representation of signals in the system. Next, we define the abstract representation of the system transition function.
Given some system S, signature a and some function F : D, x R+ e D,, we say that F is a a-abstraction of S if F is: future-bounding: for every execution x E S and every
Consider, for example, the pager in Figure 1 and the signature a discussed in the previous section. Its a-abstraction consists of a separate function for each variable in the signature. The variables can be divided into three groups: those generated by the environment, those generated by the CON-TROL, and those generated by the BUFFER module. The a-abstraction of the environmental variables depend only on time and not on other signature variables. We use a very simple model, where the only constraint is a minimum time between two occurrences of the event. These times are 125, 625, and 5000 time units for tack, message and play events, respectively. Therefore, the maximum number of tick (message, play) events in an execution segment of length T is L&] + 1 (L&] + 1, LA] + 1, respectively). a-abstractions of CONTROL and BUFFER variables are derived from the code in Figure 1 . For example, BUFFER generates a request event 30 tick events after it receives a f r a m e . Thus, in the interval containing f r f Tame events and t k tick events, the BUFFER module can generate at most min(fr, ["J) request events, except possibly an extra one at the beginning of the interval. Thus:
30
Other a-abstractions are derived by similar reasoning [4] .
Worst-case analysis
The problem of the worst-case analysis of a system S with a signature a and a-abstraction F is the following:
For a given interval length T , find a signature value s such that s 2 a(z[t, t + TI) for every execution z E S, and every t E [0, Zen(z) -TI.
In other words, s must be worse than the signature of any execution segment of length T . Such information can help answer many important questions in the design process. For example, if the signature contains information about bus requests, then the worst-case analysis indicates required average bus bandwidth for any period of time of length T .
Similarly, if the signature contains information about energy required for an execution, then the worst-case analysis gives a bound on the average power for any interval of time of length T . The worst-case analysis can also be used to analyze timing performance of the system, as will be shown in Section 4.
There are two cornerstones of the worst-case analysis: partial ordering of signatures, and future-bounding property of a-abstraction. Partial ordering of signatures enables us to rank executions and consider only "bad" ones. Intuitively, larger signatures correspond to executions with more activities, which usually represent more demanding cases for the system.
The future-bounding property of a-abstractions is used to compute such a worst-case signature. We first establish that a candidate signature is worse than the signature of the initial segment of any execution, and then we use futurebounding property to show that it remains worse for any execution segment of length T . We can make this argument if the candidate signature is also a fix-point of the ISabstraction. If the signature of some execution segment is less than a fix-point of the a-abstraction, then the futurebounding property assures that the signature of the segment in the immediate future is also less than that fix-point. This reasoning is formalized by the following result: 
The proof proceeds by induction on constant segments of an execution [4] . Based on Theorem 1, the worst-case analysis proceeds through the following phase:
1. choose a signature IS and prove it meets conditions required by the definition, 2. choose a a-abstraction F and verify that it is monotone and future bounding, 3. find a signature s such that s = F(s, T ) for a given T ,
interpret the results.
Choosing appropriate signatures and a-abstractions is an art that requires understanding both the system and the property to be analyzed. Checking propeirties of signatures and monotonicity of a-abstractions is straightforward mathematical exercise that is independent of the system being analyzed. Checking future-bounding pralperty is a typical verification problem: it amounts to checking whether a detailed "implementation" (in our case the system) satisfies a more abstract "specification" (a-abstraction). Usual formal and informal verification approaches can thus be used. As our example indicates, a-abstractions are often vectors of functions, one for each system component. This decomposition simplifies verification of the future-bounding property.
Solving the fix-point equation required by Theorem 1 is typically quite simple. In the next section, we will propose an iterative solution method for a slightly harder problem. The same method could be applied here.
The final step of the worst-case analysis is interpreting the computed worst-case signatures. If the signature abstraction is chosen carefully, then the worst-case signatures will contain enough information for the designer to determine bounds on many important quality measures of the design. We have mentioned three: bus utilization, power consumption, and timing performance, but we believe that other interesting properties may be analyzed as well.
Busy-period analysis
In this section we apply the worst-case analysis to bound response time of a software system implemented by a single processor. More precisely, we bound the busy period, i.e. longest period of time a processor can be busy. A bound on a busy period is also a bound on the response time, under the reasonable assumption that the processor cannot be idle if there are pending requests.
To formalize the notion of the processor being busy, we assume that predicate B u s y ( x ( t ) ) is defined for every execution z and every time t E [0, Zen(z)]. We say that some interval [ To compute a bound on busy periods we need information about processing time requirements. We require that this information is provided by a workload function. The processing time requirements depend on events in the environment. Therefore, the workload function should depend on an execution. However, to enable worst-case analysis, we only consider an abstraction which depends on a signature.
Formally, for a given system S and signature u, we say that R : D, I+ lR is a workloadfunction if it is: e monotone: if SI 5 sg then R(s1) 5 R ( s z ) , and e workload-bounding for every execution x E S, and every initialized busy period [U, t] of 2:
The workload-bounding property ensures that approximate processing time requirements given by a workload function is a strict upper bound on the actual processing time requirements which determines the busy period length.
For example, assume that the execution time of each executable line in Figure 1 The first line in (1) corresponds to the CONTROL module, while the second line corresponds to the BUFFER module.
The term 20 * ms in (1) is due to lines 2 and 3 in Figure 1 , which will be executed only if a new message is received. Similarly, the number of executions of line 5 is the same the number of generated f rame events (hence the term 10*fr), and so on.
The workload functions and a-abstractions can be combined to bound the length of busy periods. Let T be the length of some initialized busy period. According to Theorem 1, its signature is bounded by s such that s = F ( s , T ) .
It follows that the required processing in that busy period, and therefore also T , is bounded by R(s). 
( s , T ) , T = R(s).
We propose the following simple iterative algorithm: 
Casestudy
We have applied the busy-period analysis to a voice-mail pager that is much more complex and realistic than the one presented in this paper. The design has a total of 13 modules, 4 of which are intended to model the environment. We have studied a case where 9 other modules where all implemented in software running on a single processor. The total size of the design was approximately 2500 lines of C code. The pager needs to service several periodic and aperiodic requests, The most frequent one of these repeats every 125ps, hence the requirement that the maximum busy period be less than 125ps.
The original simulation test-bench for the design tested the scenario where a single message was received and then played. To compare the results of the busy-period analysis to those of simulation, we have developed a u-abstraction of the environment that is valid for that case (single message only). The longest busy-period observed in the simulation trace was 82p.5, while the the busy-period analysis provided an upper bound of 83ps. These results differ by less than 2%, and they were both well within the 125ps requirement.
In the second experiment we have developed a general a-abstraction of the environment that was no longer limited to a single message. In that case the busy-period analysis gives a bound of 148ps (violating the 125ps requirement). Careful analysis of the results indicated that this worst case can appear only if one message is received and then played, while another message is being played. Based on this information, we were able to construct a simulation trace which contains a 146ps busy period.
An interesting question is whether such a trace would be included in a more comprehensive randomized set of simulation vectors. The analysis of the worst-case trace indicated that to exercise such a behavior, the request to play the second message must come within a 66ps wide time window that occurs once in every 6250ps. Assuming the uniform distribution for the probability of requests, this analysis indicates that the probability of exercising the worst case behavior is just over 1%, even if the required scenario (one message is received and played while another message is being played) is being tested.
In this case run times for the busy-period analysis were much shorter the the simulation run times (20771s vs. 1 minute). However, this comparison is somewhat unfair, because the busy-period analysis was done by a piece of code written specifically. for this example, while the reported simulation times are for a general discrete-event simulator. In general, we expect run times of two approaches to be comparable, because solving the fix-point equations in the busyperiod analysis is equivalent to simulating the (abstracted) system up to (at most) time TMAX.
Conclusions
We have proposed a methodology for worst-case analysis of systems with discrete signal values. We have also applied this methodology to response time analysis of reactive uni-processor systems.
Our method requires almost no assumptions about the scheduling algorithm used to control processor sharing among system components. However, if some information about the scheduling is known, it can be used to improve the accuracy of the analysis. For example, if a preemptive static priority scheduling is used, we can easily extend our analysis to p-busy-period analysis: to bound the interval of time a processor is continuously busy executing at priority level p or higher. Essentially, p-busy-period analysis is just a regular busy-period analysis, but for a modified system in which all components with priority less than p have been removed. A bound on p-busy period is a better bound on response time for requests at priority p.
Another way to use scheduling information is to improve o-abstractions and workload functions. For example, if we know that the BUFFER module in Figure 1 is scheduled
